The cover fee at a frat party isn’t just to
pay for cheap beer. Find this feature on
page 9.
(Photo by GettyImages.)

Discover the history behind this young
horseback heroine on page 4.
(Photo by Fieldguide to U.S. Public
Monuments and Memorials.)
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The Issue With Men’s Issues

By Anna Shaw
Gender stereotypes victimize everyone. As feminist activist
Gloria Steinem observed, “Gender is a prison for both women and men. The difference is that, for men, it’s a prison with
wall-to-wall carpeting and someone to bring you coffee.” What
Steinem was articulating is that the sex roles and the forms of
oppression that come with gender identification are universal –
that yes, men suffer too. The difference, however, is that men are
awarded certain privileges that women and other genders are
not.
As a political and social movement, feminism is deeply misunderstood. Feminism is not only about the rights of women,
but the rights of all people, and the campaign for a fairer, more
egalitarian society.
One crucial imbalance highlighted by men’s rights activists
is the presence of women’s studies — but not men’s studies —
programs at most universities. This parallels the cry of white
privilege – “why isn’t there a white history month?” The point
of systems of recognition like Black History Month, women’s
studies and the like is to give underrepresented groups that have
faced a long history of discrimination a niche in which to be
recognized. In a sexist and racist society, every day is white man’s
day. In a large percentage of public high schools, for example,
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students will only read works of literature written by men.
It is unreasonable to say that men don’t have their own set of
issues (they do) just like everyone in our society. But to call
them “Men’s Issues,” and advocate an academic program that
studies them, is to take the most privileged group in Western
culture and try to make a convincing argument that they require
political organizations and academic programs to protect their
interests.
Essentially, the issues they bring up are often little more than
an excuse for men to attack women and blame them for pretty
much everything that goes wrong in society.
A white, older ex-feminist named Warren Farrell predominantly spearheads the Men’s Rights Movement, a countermovement to feminist action. Farrell has spent a great deal of time
spewing his contempt for “women who reject men.” This kind of
entitlement that he claims to be one of man’s main oppressions
is laughable. Farrell whines and complains that he and so many
men have spent money on extravagant dates for women and
“received nothing in return.” An excerpt directly from his book,
“The Myth of Male Power” – “evenings of paying to be rejected
can feel like a male version of date rape.” The fact that he dares
to equate being drugged, physically and sexually assaulted without consent to being rejected by a romantic interest shows the
terribly flawed etic perspective he has of women’s issues.
Issues of the Men’s Rights Movement include “female privilege,” a gripe with men being looked at only as “success objects,”
and a claim that women receive better social security and insurance benefits. Clearly, these types of issues are a bit misguided.
However, to look at the men’s movement as a whole, they bring
up valid points, such as the difficulty of unwed men to adopt,
the predisposition of men in the court systems to lose custody
rights of their children, circumcision on men performed almost
universally at birth and without consent, rape and domestic
violence toward men, and more. However, if the advocates of the
men’s movement could make an effort to understand feminism

According to his website, Farrell is the only US man to have
been elected to the New York City Board for the National Organization for Women three times.
(Photo by National Coalition For Men.)

(Continued on page 3)
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#FeministFreshmenAdvice
“#feministfreshmenadvice You don’t have to be
the booty call, you can call the booty.”
			
- Emily Steele, sophomore

We are a monthly feminist publication produced by college students. Our goal is to break gender stereotypes, to write thoughtful and informative articles, and to empower the oppressed. We
reclaim derogatory terms such as “slut” and use them in our favor, hence our name. We are answering to a need for a premiere
feminist publication on college campuses.

Starting the “Slut” Conversation

The enthusiastic movement to reclaim ‘slut’ is not perfect. It’s
not entirely inclusive of women of color or trans people, whose
identities are already sexualized. Some Muslim women cannot
follow with this movement, as it conflicts with their presonal
religious beliefs. It doesn’t entirely convince some feminists that
the sting of ‘slut’ can ever be eradicated, much less redefined. The
connotation of this slur that has plagued women for decades is a
self-sharpening knife.
“Slut” doesn’t even have a real definition, so changing the meaning doesn’t make much sense when there wasn’t an established
meaning in the first place. The only standard needed met in order
to be deemed a “slut” is to be a woman.
That’s why lawyers ask 11-year-old rape victims why they were
wearing make-up that night. That’s why schools have dress codes
that force girls to wear a certain length of pants in 100˚ weather.
That’s why women hang their heads in shame when strangers on
the street fling obscneities and slurs at them.
This movement that Slutciety partakes in isn’t flawless, but it
does achieve some goals: starting the dialogue. Our voices are
indicative of a group who have grown tiresome of sexist remarks
and institutional disadvantages. And we’re particuarly wary the
expectation of us to be quiet about the s-word.

Nora Kupiec, freshman, is fearless in the face of self-presentation.
(Photo by Luci Marcocci.)

“#feministfreshmenadvice Men will try to approach you with the ‘I have yellow/jungle fever’
thing, and it’s scientifically proven they’re all
terrible kissers.”
- Amanda Chan, sophomore
“#feministfreshmenadvice It’s okay to make out
with that stranger from the party. And it’s okay
not to. Either way, it’s no one’s business but your
own and the stranger’s.”
- Shreya Rhaghuraman, sophomore

Feminist Vocab of the Month

Transphobia (noun): hatred or prejudice towards people whose
gender identity or gender expression does not fit into the gender
binary
Example: Trigger Warning: “You’re just a dude in a wig. Vagina
means girl; penis means boy. Gender and sex are the same thing.
You’re not a real man. You are tricking the rest of us.”
Trans-inclusion is crucial. Do not mistake otherwise.

Slutciety staff

Writers
Courtney Linder
Nora Kupiec
Gianna Murabito
Emily Steele
Officers
Megan McGaffigan
President Amanda Chan
Shreya Raghuraman
Co-VP Maddie O’Connell
Kenneth Ward
Co-VP Zoë Hannah
Manager Elizabeth Chanatry Megan Linger
Morgan Russell
Anna Shaw
Justyn Beach
Advisors
Aubrey Hirsch
Dr. Ellen Ruth Bishop

Megan Linger, inspired by her web programming cousin, reminds us of that “perfect look” that we don’t have to achieve.
(Photo is a self-portrait.)

“#feministfreshmenadvice Don’t be afraid to ditch
the bra. Don’t let people shame you for it.”
			
- Anna Shaw, sophomore
“#FFA If you see problematic behavior or language, fucking CALL IT OUT. Do not be complicit
with the dehumanization of your peers.”
- Maddie O’Connell, sophomore

Share with us your questions and comments.
Tweet us at @Slutciety or email us at slutciety@gmail.com.
Special thanks to Ms. Hirsch and Dr. Bishop for agreeing to support
our endeavors.
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(Continued) The Issue With Men’s Issues

more clearly, they could see that all of these issues can be addressed through a feminist perspective.
Even at Pitt, men are seeking help with topics they feel need
to be addressed. A post on the Pitt subreddit, a part of popular
social media and news website Reddit.com, had one of our own
students asking for the assembly of a Men’s Rights Activists club,
expressing concern over issues of domestic violence and rape towards men. However, the post was quickly hijacked and flipped
into a woman-hating rally, with a slew of offensive comments,
including a female user saying “I don’t know, I guess I’m not into
the whole female-empowerment/feminism thing,” and other
blatant attacks at the feminist movement in general. If students
like the original poster would take classes in the Gender Studies
and Women’s Studies department, they would see that the issues
they are concerned about are part of an intersectional feminist’s
concerns, and they may even want to get involved with a club
like Slutciety where they could write about the issues men face
as well.
The problem with the Men’s Rights Movement is the resurgence of misogyny with a seemingly logical justification. As bell
hooks (who purposely omits capitalization in her name) once
said, “there are hordes of people in this nation who are daily
bombarded with anti-feminist backlash, who are being told to
hate and resist a movement they know very little about.” Rather
than working against feminist action, men who are worried
about themselves and their sons should join with feminists in
the movement to end sexism, sexual exploitation and oppression.

Sexuality through the Sext

By Nora Kupiec
As a result of a recent breach in security in Apple’s iCloud,
hackers gained access to approximately 100 celebrities’ private
photos—some of them being nude. Posted on the website 4chan,
these once-reserved pictures were now online for anyone and everyone to see. The celebrities who were allegedly hacked include
Jennifer Lawrence, Ariana Grande, Lea Michele, Victoria Justice,
and Mary Elizabeth Winstead.
Although the validity of some pictures have been confirmed,
other celebrities have publicly stated the pictures’ falseness. Jennifer Lawrence’s rep made in a statement, “This is a flagrant violation
of privacy. The authorities have been contacted and will prosecute
anyone who posts the stolen photos of Jennifer Lawrence.”

Comedian Ricky Gervais falls into this category. Gervais
took to Twitter to express his victim-blaming viewpoints, saying,
“Celebrities, make it harder for hackers to get nude pics of you
from your computer by not putting nude pics of yourself on the
computer.” He has since deleted the post and apologized for his
statement, but unfortunately many others share his opinion.
These photos were private, and they were plastered on the Internet without the celebrities’ consent, a flagrant perpetuation of
rape culture. Rape culture is essentially anything that promotes
degradation of women and lessens their ability to make choices
about their own bodies.
Taking nude photos is a common thing whether people admit
to it or not. In the modern era of texting and social media,
“sending nudes” has become just another step in a relationship. Nine percent of people told Pew Research that they sent
a nude picture to someone else and 20 percent of people said
they received one. Additionally, a 2012 study at the University
of Michigan determined that sexting is incredibly common in
people ages 18 to 24, and those who participate in it do not show
any correlation to psychological or emotional problems. Celebrities such as Lawrence, and women in general, should never feel
ashamed to have taken these photos.
Despite plastering half-naked women on billboards for
Victoria’s Secret and Sports Illustrated, female sexuality is a
taboo subject in our culture. Whenever a female celebrity does
something that is apparently sexual, they are instantly judged
and shamed for it. A woman’s sexuality is something she should
own and be able to express in whatever manner she chooses.
Jennifer Lawrence was clearly trying to express herself in private,
which is a natural thing.
Although sending naked pictures and sexting has been found
to be completely natural, the unwanted sharing of these pictures
has unfortunately resulted in depression and suicide. According
to a poll conducted by MTV and the Associated Press, twelve
percent of people who engaged in sexting had contemplated
suicide. This compares with the 6.7 percent of all young people
(ages 18 to 24) who have contemplated suicide.
The exposition of these photos is inherently a crime. These
women have done nothing wrong, and the blame should be shifted towards the vile person who stole and posted these pictures.
The FBI is currently investigating the situation.

“Despite plastering half-naked women on
billboards for Victoria’s Secret and Sports
Illustrated, female sexuality is a taboo subject
in our culture.”
Mary Elizabeth Winstead took to Twitter saying, “To those
of you looking at photos I took with my husband years ago in
the privacy of our home, hope you feel great about yourselves…
Knowing those were deleted long ago, I can only imagine the
creepy effort that went into this. Feeling for everyone who got
hacked.”
Recent or not, some people continue to focus their attention
on the women who took pictures of themselves in the first place.
With their slut-shaming perspective, they think, “If they weren’t
naive enough to take the pictures, this leak wouldn’t have happened to them.”

Christopher Chaney, the man who leaked Scarlett Johansson’s
nudes, was sentenced to 10 years in jail by a federal judge.
(Photo by The Examiner.)
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The Midnight Ride of Sybil Ludington

By Megan Linger
“Listen, my children, and you will hear / Of the midnight
ride of Paul Revere…”
So begins one of the most beloved poems of the 19th
century, penned by Henry Wadsworth Longfellow and
published in 1861. With the nation on the brink of Civil
War, America’s most famous poet evoked a simpler time and
offered his interpretation of the events of April 18, 1775.
Longfellow’s masterful verse depicts the Boston silversmith as a fearless hero, one embarking on a successful solo
mission to warn the locals of approaching British regulars.
Now, that’s a fine story, but history books all through the
subsequent 150 years unfortunately began to present “The
Midnight Ride of Paul Revere” as something it never was:
historical fact.
What was the real story of Paul Revere, and how different
was it from the one Longfellow told?
Yes, Paul Revere did make a ride of some sort. More specifically, fellow Sons of Liberty member Dr. Joseph Warren
informed Revere that British soldiers were on their way to
nearby Lexington to arrest Samuel Adams and John Hancock. Revere’s job was to reach Lexington first and warn the
patriot leaders, while at the same time rousing the militia.
So far, Longfellow’s story checks out. However, the accuracy ends right about there, as Revere was not even riding
alone—William Dawes and Dr. Samuel Prescott accompanied him—and two of the three riders were captured, with
only Prescott remaining to reach their final destination.
With the Revere legend debunked, though, who do we look
to for heroics now?
A similar, and more accurate, tale of heroics may be
found in a teenage girl from upstate New York by the name
of Sybil Ludington. Ludington, the eldest of twelve children,
was the daughter of a colonel in the local militia.
On the evening of April 25th, 1777, two years after Paul
Revere rode, word reached Ludington’s hometown of Fredericksburg (now Kent) that a British force was in the process
of raiding the area surrounding Danbury, Connecticut. The
messenger who brought the news from Danbury was too
tired to go round up the militia, so Ludington’s father sought
someone with more energy and familiarity with the area.
He found that someone surprisingly close to home. Though
modern historians aren’t sure whether her father chose her
or she volunteered herself, Sybil Ludington embarked on her
ride.
She was barely sixteen.
Ludington’s ride quickly proved longer than Revere’s and
even more dangerous. She traveled forty miles on horseback
in only one night, making her ride some four times longer
than Paul Revere’s. By the end of the night, Sybil Ludington
had gathered roughly four hundred militiamen. Although it
was too late to save Danbury, the British left Connecticut.
Although forgotten to history for many years, Ludington
was “rediscovered” in the twentieth century. A statue of her
stands in Carmel, New York, and in 1975, she appeared on
a postage stamp. To this day, historical markers follow her
route. For as long as there have been women, there have
been truly great women. It’s just a matter of bringing them
to light and giving them the recognition they deserve.

The Ramification of “Harmless” Jokes

The cultural deprecation of women, as exemplified by this Internet
meme, produces more than just hurt feelings and eye rolls.
(Photo by Facebook.)
By Gianna Murabito
Millions of Internet memes circulate the web on the daily, poking fun at awkward moments or situations of bad luck. However,
far too often, women are the target of the “poking.” I am guilty of
overlooking these direct insults to women due to their relentless
frequency on social media outlets such as Facebook, Twitter, BuzzFeed, etc. But to ignore them is to ignore greater issue at hand–the
belittlement of women.
Even if I were to give the people who posted this picture the
benefit of the doubt by allowing them to say the image was a trifling joke, what they fail to understand is that they’re contributing
to a larger ideology that demonizes women and in turn, results in
violence against women. Little, offensive, so-called harmless jokes
like this picture are accepted in society because of their ‘lightheartedness’, but I have yet to find the punch line.
Portraying women as impure, greedy narcissists dehumanizes
them, and it gives people the idea that not only is misogynistic
violence, be it mental or physical, acceptable but at times, even
encourage.
In the United States, 83 percent of girls aged 12 to 16 have
experienced some form of sexual harassment in public schools.
Victims of sexual assault are 3 times more likely to suffer from
depression, 6 times more likely to suffer from post-traumatic stress
disorder, 14 times more likely to abuse alcohol, 26 times more likely to abuse drugs, and 4 times more likely to contemplate suicide.
Retweeting a photo that implies all women are cheating whores
is not the same as giving her a black eye, but that does not excuse
the blatant enablement of culturally embedded misogyny. The
answer is that the ‘joke’ in this image does not exist.

The sexual objectificiation of breasts also comes with street harassment
and a wage gap. Are misogynists interested in those, too?
(Photo by QuickMeme.)
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Survival of the Surname

By Emily Steele and Megan McGaffigan
Western culture romanticizes marriage into a man and a
woman “falling in love” and deciding to commit their lives to
each other. In years, marriage has been evolving. Gay marriage is legal in many areas, polygamy is slowly being accepted,
but traditional marriage between a man and a woman hasn’t
changed as much.
In the early 1700s, when a woman got married, she no longer belonged to her father, but to her husband. Either way, she
was owned by a man. In colonial America, a young man went to
a father and asked to have his daughter as a wife, to whom she
would provide “obedient service.”
Even though women have evolved over the decades to
become more independent in society, the conventional customs
of name change after marriage have not progressed to the same
degree. Therefore a woman is still represented as the traditional
notion of being the “property” of a man. Marriage changes a
woman’s identity, an adversity of which the consequences go
unrecognized.
Even though there are several exceptions in this day and
age, the normative expectation when a man marries a woman
is that she will then receive her husband’s name, as “Mrs. Man’s
first name, Man’s last name.” To the general, convention-abiding
population, there’s not much importance behind this ritual. But
this name-change adheres to past customs that a man is the
leader of the marriage and head of the household.
A name that a woman is born with, is known by, shapes her
own life, and distinguishes her as a member of her own family,
is suddenly gone just so she can make a commitment to a man-maybe even be an accessory to him.
A woman wants to commit herself to a man she cares about,
but in order to do so she must in return give up a huge part of
herself, her name. It shows that she wants to be a part of her
husband’s family, but why is expected for a woman to make this
sacrifice? Even if a man made the decision to take his wife’s last
name to show his love for her, he would be deemed as “unmanly” or “untraditional” and ridiculed for it.
For example, a movie review podcast host named Samuel
Halgren married his wife Carrie Van Deest and decided to
combine their last names to Van Halgren, an act that seems
impartial enough. He lost a lot of respect from his listeners who
also told him to “turn in his man card.”
On the contrary, some people may see this man as a saint for
making such an extraordinary sacrifice for his wife by somewhat disowning the traditional convention of keeping only his
name. However, there is no such praise for a woman to make
the same expense because it is expected of her.

Not only does the woman make the sacrifice for herself, she is
presumed to name her children the man’s name. Women go through
nine months of carrying the baby, crippling pain, permanent body
change, hours of birthing the child, a year of breastfeeding, and what
happens? Yes, her child gets the man’s name. For the rest of the
children’s lives they nominally identify as part of their father’s family.
This allows the rest of the world to infer who they may or may
not be related to. There’s no sign to the outside world that they are
related to their mother’s side, unless it is made evident. The mother’s
name may even cease to exist because she has no brothers to pass it
on.
As long as people continue to abide by this age-old custom,
women will forever continue to be symbolically represented the
same way in which they were ages ago. For the purposes of equality,
women should be able to identify themselves in the way they choose
without worrying about the possibility of negative social ramifications. The decision of picking a surname should be an individual
one, not one that is influenced by the perspective of society.

Preferred Pronoun Etiquette

Asking people their preferred pronoun, instead of assuming, is
respectful and important. The cartoon continues on page 10.
(Photo by robot-hugs.com.)

Reality TV star Kim Kardashian legally changed her name for
her second marriage, adding “West” to the end.
(Photo by Fashion Magazine.)
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A Demystification of Exhibitionisn

By Kenneth Ward
This past month, a library of stolen nude celebrity photos was
leaked over the Internet. In the wake of this extraordinary violation
of privacy, there’s a lot of discussion happening about how to make
sure this sort of thing never happens again. Unsurprisingly, there’s a
lot of victim blaming in these conversations, wherein people assert
that the only way to prevent nude photos of yourself from leaking
onto the Internet, is to not take them at all. That’s a bit like saying
“If you don’t want gold to be stolen from your vault, just don’t leave
any gold in the vault.” Having gold isn’t a crime, stealing it is.
Taking nude photographs isn’t a crime, it’s fun. It’s also completely natural and ordinary, an extension of looking at yourself in
a mirror, the satisfaction of human curiosity. What do I look like
naked? How do people see me?
Consider the fact that we weren’t born ashamed or afraid of the
naked body. We were likely comfortable being naked and seeing
other people naked right until people started reacting with shock,
disgust, or embarrassment. This is how we come to understand
nudity as being inappropriate, and consequently we feel modestly
or ashamed about the naked body as early as 3-4 years old.

The users on the Gonewild subreddit tag their photos to indicate
what type of nudes they are. For example, a ciswoman may use
the tag [female] or a user may choose to use the tag [?] to indicate
a surprise.
(Photo by Reddit.)
The International Academy of Sex Research published a study
in 1998 that examined the effects of early childhood exposure to
parental nudity and sexuality. The results determined that children
who grew up in nudist homes continued to have a more positive
self-body image than those who grew up in non-nudist homes over
the 18-year survey. The results make sense to me; after all, how are
we supposed to love our bodies if we’re expected to hide them and
be embarrassed by them?
The first time I ever pointed a camera at my naked body gave
me the chance to see my body in ways that were difficult to obtain
while occupying it, and without a doubt they made me feel sexier.
In a way, nude photography served as a means to reverse the socially-engineered sense of shame that I had about my naked body.
When I was at the legal age of 18 I chose to share some pictures over the Internet, an experience that was largely enjoyable.
However, as a man my experience with sharing nudes is inherently
different than a woman’s. I’m always going to receive fewer nasty
comments, fewer views, and fewer creeps – but the highs of sharing
nudes span across genders.
In 2013, I interviewed people who participated in the amateur
pornography communities of Reddit, a social networking and
content-sharing website. I was inspired to find out what made them
tick, partially because a woman at the University of Pittsburgh had
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shattered the record for most-viewed photos on Reddit’s primary amateur pornographer community, “Gonewild.”
Todd and Rei are a heterosexual couple that post nude photos together on Reddit.com/r/Gonewild. I asked Rei why she
started posting, and why she continues to post.
“I solely started out for fun and a confidence boost. I got a
few mixed receptions but some people on Reddit encouraged
me to continue. And I continued to post because it’s been giving me confidence in myself.”
Offline, Todd and Rei are a well-mannered couple who keep
public displays of affection down to a minimum. The thought
that hundreds of thousands of people have seen their pictures
intimidates them each a little bit, but their lives continue normally all the same, just with a little extra positive feedback.
Katie, another Redditor, shared nude photosets on an
exhibitionist site that caters to people of all sizes, Reddit.com/r/
Gonewildplus. Her main motivation in nude photography was
not the attention, but rather the creative release. She strived
to express concepts and feelings in her albums, and if people
wanted to masturbate to them, then she thought that was pretty
arousing.
I asked Katie what is was like to participate in a more inclusive pornography site that strove to make people of all sizes feel
welcome.
“I really feel that the Gonewildplus community differs from
the Gonewild community in that it’s smaller and therefore more
intimate, and that people are much nicer. It’s easier because
there are less people, but I do think it takes more courage to
post when you have a body that is not considered ideally beautiful.”
Every amateur pornographer I’ve talked to has had different
motivations and experiences, and they represent only a sliver
of the population who experiments with taking nude photos.
Some take pictures for the purely erotic rush, others for artistic
expression, others just for humor’s sake.
As the occupier of your body it’s your choice to express
yourself through nude photography. Why censor your body just
because some criminals stole nude photos of celebrities? The
man who leaked Scarlett Johansson’s nude photos onto the Internet is serving 10 years of jail time, because stealing is illegal;
taking a naked photo isn’t.
So fill your vaults with gold; glorious, fun, sexy, shiny gold
–feel good about yourself, express your body however you like,
celebrate nudity – and remember that there are people out there
who catch gold-thieves.

User green_eyes_ shares a photo of herself for the first time on
GoneWild, and other users thus ensue their compliments on her
body in the comments section. The NSFW tag indicates this photo
is “Not Safe for Work.”
(Photo by Reddit.)

Distortion in Digital Alteration

By Courtney Linder
While impossible standards of “beauty” have always existed
within varying cultures, the surge in technology we have seen in
the last 15 years has brought new challenges to the forefront. With
the creation of Photoshop, a photo editing software, we enter into
a world containing a slew of new problems in relation to body
image. With Photoshop, we can create looks that do not actually
exist. Rather than use Photoshop to enhance a model’s natural
beauty, it is abused; photographers edit the women beyond recognition to fit a corporate ideal of “beauty.”
Photoshop is often used to change the skin tone and facial
features of biracial and ethnic women. Priscilla Yuki Wilson, a
woman who is half Japanese and half African-American, challenged professional photo editors from 16 different countries to
alter a raw studio portrait of her face to make her “beautiful.”

Swim did to her in altering her images from an underwater
photo shoot this past August.
“My body is a size 8, not a size 4,” Kausman divulges. The
original photo speaks to this: Her body is depicted naturally;
her legs show definition in the calves and fullness in the thighs.
Her stomach is not washboard-flat. She is imperfect in the eyes
of the client.

“According to the National Association of Anorexia Nervosa and Associated Disorders, 91
percent of college age women have admitted to
controlling their weight through varying forms
of dieting.”

The altered image shows an entirely different person, with all
features hacked into smaller bits. The impossible standards of
beauty in the media are to blame here. Ads constantly bombard
viewers with pictorials of slim women, perpetuating the concept
that “thinner is better.” The issue, here, is that the models who do
not want to conform their bodies to societal standards through
starving themselves and over-exercising are now being forced
through Photoshop.
What is worse, this standard of beauty leaks into the psyches
of women everywhere. This idea that the thin body is the only
type of beautiful body leads to a higher likelihood for mental
health disorders. According to the National Association of
Anorexia Nervosa and Associated Disorders, 91% of college
age women have admitted to controlling their weight through
varying forms of dieting. Up to 25% admitted to binging and
Beyoncè was outraged in 2013 when H&M tried to use Photoshop
purging.
to slim her hips for their summer collection.
Women are bombarded with unrealistic images day in and
(Photo by NYDailyNews.)
day out. These photos are not accurate depictions of what real
At least 11 of the 16 editors opted to lighten Wilson’s skin,
women look like. We should celebrate our differences rather
including those from Vietnam, Singapore, and Israel. Similarthan try to conform to one standard of “beauty.” Just as a jourly, many of the changes created a slimmer facial structure for
nalist has a duty to convey the truth through the written word,
Wilson, abandoning her wider African-American features. The
a photographer or editor has the duty to convey truth through
differences between each of the pictures illustrates the idea that
their images.
every culture has a different idea of what “beautiful” is; it is not
If Photoshop is used as a tool to create art, rather than disjust Western cultures that place this pressure on their women, but torting female bodies into dysmorphia, the modeling industry
Eastern cultures as well.
will see less debate about the use of Photoshop and our women
If a woman wants her image retouched, for whatever reasoning, will be more likely to embrace their unique looks. It’s all about
it is her agenda; when an image is altered without her consent,
showing a subject in their best light, not dimming or slimming
however, it becomes problematic.
or brightening and lightening.
In 2008, L’Oreal was accused of lightening Beyoncé’s skin in an
image of her for their Feria hair color line. This type of action can
instill a negative body image in the women who view these ads.
Skin lightening is a serious issue for women of African descent
who feel the weight of societal standards of “beauty.” According
to the World Health Organization, up to 77 percent of women in
Nigeria use skin-lightening products, the highest proportion of
any country. These types of practices are not only detrimental to
their mental health, but to their physical health. Bleaching the
skin and taking Glutathione can be quite dangerous, with adverse
health effects.
Photoshop is also abused in situations where a company is not
pleased with the size of their client, reshaping models to be slim- Meaghan Kausman posted the unaltered version of her portrait on
mer and more petite, often without the consent of the individual her Instragram, lambasting the magazine editors’ decision to modify
being photographed. Meaghuan Kausman, a 23-year old Austra- her body.
lian model has spoken out against the disservices the label Fella
(Photo by NYDailyNews.)
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Self-empowerment is Not Just a Month

By Justyn Beach
Every year a federal so-called “holiday” passes where we celebrate the day women finally achieved equality to men, “Women’s Equality Day,” this year held on August 26.
But obviously, the title of the holiday lacks. Best explained
by Carlynne McDonnell, founder of Change in Our Lifetime,
“If we want to be truthful, we should call it the “Women Were
Given the Right to Vote” day because the current name is a
misnomer. Women are still not treated as equal.”
Women and other minorities alike have been fighting for
their rights and equality for years now, as most people in the
world know. We already have Black History Month, Women’s
History Month, and Gay Pride Month, which are celebrated in
February, March, and June, respectively. While many people
view these months as helpful stepping stones for equal rights,
that is all that they are: stepping stones.

Self-empowerment is putting yourself first and loving yourself, which defies the multitude of oppressive tactics hurled at
you. Thus, this form of self-empowerment is a radical act.
Now is the time to start loving and defending yourself and
who you are. You are not worthless. You are not unequal. You
are not less of a person because of the person you decide to
love. You are not less human because the skin on your body is
darker than someone else’s. You are not less beautiful because
of your scars or stretch marks or freckles.

“Self-empowerment is putting yourself first
and loving yourself, which defies the multitude
of oppressive tactics hurled at you. Thus, this
form of self-empowerment is a radical act.”
However, these months are limiting. A single month confines
the parameters of education for the general public about the
struggles of women and minorities. Every month should be every
minority month. Every day should be women’s day. Women are
not just women. Black people are not just black people. Gay people are not just gay people. Marginalized groups are not creatures
we throw a bone to once in a while to keep satisfied. They are all
humans. We are humans. More specifically, in the USA, we share
the American identity.
“Black history is American history,” as Morgan Freeman stated
in a 2005 interview with Mike Wallace. The idea that everyone
belongs to their own “section” and that each “section” is given an
“educational month” to try to compensate for the inequality that
these peoples have been exposed to not only condones inequality,
but it also proliferates more inequality.
Black History Month didn’t prevent the injustices done in Ferguson. Women’s History Month doesn’t decrease the gender wage
gap from 77 percent. The inauguration and retention of Gay Pride
Month has not made it legal for me to marry the man that I love.
So, with that in mind, when is your month? Are you a straight,
white, male? Or maybe you’re a transgender, hispanic woman?
Maybe you’re racially ambiguous? Perhaps you’re just “too gay to
function”?
Everyone has felt unequal or disempowered before. It’s time to
stop allowing your so-called ‘“equality” to be justified by the existence of a single arbitrary time slot. Every month is your month.
You deserve to feel important. Don’t limit yourself to one day or
one month of appreciation. Appreciate yourself and all that you
do every day.
Not just in the media, but also in our everyday lives, we are exposed to countless forms of disempowerment. Disempowerment
can come in stick-thin models scoffing at plus-sized models (or
vice versa), it can come in laws discriminating against the LGBT
community, it can come in the ways that we teach our children to
run away from mean people, rather than teaching them not to be
mean in the first place.
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Twitter user @youngg_kikib participates in a call for black girls to
post selfies. The idea is that a special space is designated for black
beauty in defiance against Eurocentric beauty ideals that are so
prevalent elsewhere. Other hashtags that occasionally resurface
with the same idea are #blackgirlsaremagic and #blackgirlsarebeautiful.
(Photo by Twitter.)
Embrace your differences, make them yours, and whip them
out and show them off all the time. It’s great to be proud of who
you are and where you come from. Don’t let the confines of a
single month or a single day tell you when you’re allowed to be
equal with everyone else.
Break those barriers, destroy your obstacles, and make sure
the world knows that you are no longer going to let society tell
you what your worth is. This is self-empowerment. This is the
true path to equality.

Trans activist and actress Laverne Cox travels the country to
speak on trans issues, achieving empowerment through her orations and activism.
(Photo by The Grand Valley Lanthorn.)

The Price of “Girls Get in Free”

Trigger Warning: Sexual Assault and Rape

By Shreya Raghuraman
One of the first things that every Pitt student learns is the
cardinal rule of Friday nights: girls get in free, guys pay five
dollars. Both fraternities and your typical South Oakland party
often use this tactic to increase party attendance and deter
male attendance, the general consensus being that high female
attendance is the goal. This incentive to attract girls is often
rationalized with the age old bio one lesson— guys just drink
more than girls. But this gender discriminatory pricing sheds
light on a darker picture: one of objectification and rape culture
that often persists in college after hour environments.

the main attraction of the party. And if girls are the attraction, then what’s to stop guys from feeling like they need to
“get their money’s worth”? There’s an unspoken business deal
between party throwers and party goers— give me five bucks
and I’ll hand you a cup of questionably warm alcohol and
access to these questionably drunk girls.
The issue only gets worse when whispers of college rape
statistics and sexual harassment stories float into the picture.
In the fall of 2013, an email from a Georgia Tech frat called
“luring your rapebait,” a guide on how to get a girl at a party,
went viral. The short guide dedicated to the art of getting
laid includes insightful advice like “If anything ever fails, go
get more alcohol,” and “If they are hammered at any point
before midnight, just skip the chit chat and go dance!” I am
well aware that stories like these do not represent Greek life

“This notion of boys paying to get into parties
and be around girls rings the alarming and all
too familiar bell of sexual objectification. Are
we at a zoo, or at a party?”
Let’s do the math. In Pennsylvania, the average price of
a half barrel (15.5 gal) keg of beer is about $100. Lets say
this keg serves about 165 12 fl oz. drinks. At the party, if
everyone drinks 2 cups, that means that keg served about 82
people. If half of them are boys, that means the cover charge
raised (41 x 4) $205.
So what are boys really paying for when they go to a party? The hygienic atmosphere? The enthralling conversation?
The melodious music?
Hint: none of the above.
What Pitt students are actually paying for is watery
booze… and girls. This notion of boys paying to get in to
parties and be around girls rings the alarming and all too
familiar bell of sexual objectification. Are we at a zoo, or at a
party? Is this where memories are made or prey is stalked?

At Occidental College, Leah Capranica was raped in her sophomore year. Her rapist was suspended, allowed back on campus,
and never publicly named.
(Photo by US News & World Report.)
Sexual objectification is using women as inanimate instruments of sexual pleasure. We get in free at parties, but entrance
into that sweat-soaked domain comes with those suffocating
expectations. We have to look, dress, act the part. Women who
fail to meet the standard are asked to pay a cover charge. Oftentimes, they are refused entry upfront.
Women receive free admission at parties because of a lack
of alcohol-processing enzyme; they get in free because they are

One Amherst rape victim repeats the words of a university
administor when she tried to report her rape. Oftentimes, colleges
have their own internal system for handling student rapes. However, these systems are criticized for their ineffectiveness and lack
of concern for the victim.
(Photo by AC Voice.)
as a whole, and I am cognizant that “not all men” are like this. But
some men are, and the statistics are quite shocking.
In a 2007 study funded by the Department of Justice, of completed (meaning it was not attempted; the act was completed) sexual assault reports, 651 out of 782 rapes were considered “rape by
incapacitation”— which means 83 percent of those rapes happened
to girls who were too drunk to consent. Of these girls, 58 percent
were at parties. Only 8 percent shared their story with a family
member or friend. An appalling 2 percent reported the incident to
law enforcement.
What is the price of getting in to a party for free? The five
dollars that guys pay to enter play a larger role in the conversation
of how women on college campuses are treated. I can appreciate
a good Friday night just as much as the next person- but I’ll take
parting with five any day over parting with my beliefs.

If you or a friend have experienced
sexual assault at Pitt
Sexual Assault Services: 412-648-7930
Student Health Service: 412-383-1800
University Counseling Center: 412-648-7930
You are not alone.
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